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A despondent liberal recently assailed me, exclaiming, "It&rsquo;s disgusting to see people still trying to blame the
democrats for everything, yet say nothing about the republicans! The polical system is broken and BOTH parties have
sold out to Coorporations!"
Letter case is important in political discussion, because Republicans are not really republicans, and Democrats are
definitely not democrats.
My father was a union rep. He devoutly believed that the Republicans represented the rich, and that the Democrats
represented everyone else. But the evidence he based his support of Democrats on was merely the Democrats' very
reluctant (elections occasional) empty promises of the smallest of crumbs possible, whenever workers sought the whole
loaves they deserved. The Democrat misled unions rejected the democratic (socialist) organizations that had made them
strong, and they embraced the autocratic corporate party Democrats, who now won't even provide crumbs for the hard
working people who still support them... while banksters get bonuses.
It is the corporate party's Democrats that have **FALSELY** taken credit for every hard gain won by people in social
justice struggles. Through a combination of a lies-based false history and thuggery threats, millions of well intentioned
people seeking good policies from government have been regularly lured and forced &mdash; like cattle to slaughter
&mdash; into voting for undeserving Democrats, who provide what Republicans want... after which the Republicans want
more than the Democrats have given them... so the Democrats then give the Republicans more.
There are no "BOTH parties"!
There is one corporate (R) & (D) party, divided into two factions enabling it to fool near all the people all the time. The
difference between Republicans and Democrats is mainly in which fools each always fools.
What distinguishes Democrats is their truly remarkable ability to keep people believing their lies whenever their
Republican partners can't.
All corporate (R) & (D) party voters are faith-based voters... but the votes Democrats get are from voters who have
misplaced their faith.
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